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Abstract. Spare parts optimization which means finding the number of spare parts to achieve the 

target reliability value provided that the minimum cost and other system reliability conditions are 

satisfied is of crucial importance in industry. In the paper, the mathematic model for spare parts 

optimization is established based on system availability and the constraints are set as the practical 

engineering requirements. The marginal effect analysis method is then applied in optimization model. 

Further the improved Barlow optimization algorithm is used to obtain the optimal configuration of 

spare parts. Application results show that an optimized initial configuration scheme is obtained and 

all the constraints are satisfied including minimum cost and achieving the target system reliability 

value. 

Introduction 

The spare parts are crucial support for the system to perform tasks and prevent incidents. Besides, it is 

also one of the important factors affecting the system reliability. At present, the spare parts as 

important material foundation for system maintenance. However, it always faces dual contradiction 

in actual security tasks. On one hand, if the number of spare parts is too small, it will not be able to 

satisfy the system maintenance on time in case of emergency, which could cause the loss of system 

integrity, and even affect the execution of the tasks. On the other hand, too many backlog of spare 

parts will undoubtedly result in the waste of resources and storage space.  

The essential purpose of spare parts optimization is to search the optimal configuration to make 

the system task reliability highest and meet the minimum requirement of reliability under the 

condition of limited cost. 

There are several methods for calculating spare parts amount [1～4], most of which calculate the 

amount of each spare parts based on equipment unit reliability under the condition of given 

probability. However, these methods only consider the calculation of digital number of spare parts at 

unit-level rather than system-level. Meanwhile, system spare supply availability and the influence of 

the cost of spare parts are not taken into consideration. 

There are many disadvantage of the model of spare parts optimization. To cure the above problems, 

this paper presents an optimization model of spare parts based on system supply availability, using 

the marginal effect analysis method to determine the search direction, the various spare parts and the 

optimal allocation scheme for determining system.  

Model of Spare Parts Optimization Based on System Reliability 

The optimization problem of spare parts was firstly proposed by Barlow [1] who made comprehensive 
study. Then Barlow models and methods were widely applied in related research at domestic 
domestically and internationally. Barlow model regards the system unit and its spare parts as a cold 
standby system and the whole spare parts system as a system in the composition of each subsystem 
series, as shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig.1 cold-standby system 
Barlow took the reserves - the reliability of series system as the security of spare parts. The spare 

parts optimization of system was defined as: to make the system spare parts purchase cost minimum 

under the condition of a given system reliability constraints. The specific model is shown as the 

following: 
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                                                                                                   （1） 

Where  is the type of system unit; jx is the number of the j kind of spare part; jc is the unit price of the j 

kind of spare part; ( , )j j j
R x t  is spare supporting rate while the j kind of components equip the jx  kind 

of spare part. 0
R  is the spare supporting rate which is required by the total system?                     

Barlow model is used as a reliability design model taking the system into consideration which is a 

straight forward and efficient optimization model in theory and practice. However, while being 

applied in spare parts optimization in pipeline system, it meets with some difficulties. Due to variety 

of spare parts in pipeline systems, if this sort of series model is applied to evaluate spare supporting 

rate of pipeline systems, even if spare supporting rate of each spare part is 0.99 and the number of 

types is n=50, spare supporting rate of the system is only 0.605, because of the characteristic of the 

semi system.  Apparently, the calculation results cannot match the reality well. In practical 

maintenance process, there are few spare parts whose spare supporting rate can reach 0.99 or above, 

needless to say, the total supporting rate of the whole complex system spare parts is so high. 

In conclusion, rationality of the evaluation function of spare parts optimization model should be 

further thought. In fact, there's no reason that pipeline system is considered as a series model, because 

in practice, when one or a few units do not work and need to be replaced, the appropriate spare parts 

in storage warehouses can make sure that system can operate well. While, without right spare parts in 

storage warehouses, it will result in missing parts. In usual, spare supporting rate should be evaluated 

by supply level of spare parts. As a result, with optimizing spare parts, it ought to be spare parts 

supply availability rather than system reliability that is regarded as spare supporting rate. 

The Improved Model Of Spare Parts Optimization 

In inventory theory, supply availability is: 

S
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Where MTBM refers to the mean time between maintenance; MSD is the average delay time of 

spare parts supply  

Then system supporting rate is: 
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Where j
N is the demand of the j kind of spare parts. 
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The purpose of optimizing spare parts is to reduce the amount of spare parts shortage and make the 

whole cost minimum, under the condition of system spare parts supply availability achieving the 

maximum.  

In the Barlow optimization algorithm, it adopts the method of gradually construct optimal 

solution, make the optimal decisions which look optimal under certain standards in each stage. Once 

decision is made, it does not change any more. The rule to make a decision is that: a spare part is 

added to increase the system reliability each time, but the each unit which is increased is the spare 

parts whose value is able to provide maximum reliability growth of parts. Search direction function of 

the system is shown as the following: 

1
( ) log ( 1, ) log ( , )
j j j j j j

j

n R k t R k t
price

     
                                                                                     （4） 

Where j
R  is the system reliability; According to the search direction function, the 

maximum )( zz n  is calculated, and then the next step is to add a part which is the z kind, and repeat 

the work until meet the constraint conditions. 

Based on the optimization algorithm of Barlow, optimization direction can be constructed under 

the condition that the availability or cost is the objective function. Through the optimization of the 

exponential distribution parts, the optimization model of the objective function for maximum security 

of the system, cost and the security of spare parts for the constraint condition is established as the 

following: 
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（5） 

Where j
R  is the system supply availability, as shown in equation (3). Demand of exponential 

distribution:  

N t                                                                                                                               （6）  

The idea of marginal effect analysis technique is to increase one spare part in the algorithm every 

single time in order to find the spare part which can have the biggest cost effectiveness all. If the 

benefit of adding this spare part is the largest, the number of the spare parts will increase by one. As a 

result, according to the marginal effect, search direction function of the system is: 
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The next step is to calculate the   value of each component. Because each spare part obeys index 

distribution here, i
 of each spare part is constant. The

1

n

i
i




  is a constant, so it does not affect the 

size of the components of  value comparison. Hence, the calculation of marginal benefit can be 

calculated by the following equation:  
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Exponential distribution probability density function is shown in figure 2. 
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Fig.2 exponential distribution probability density function 
In addition, to ensure that each time can diminish marginal effect, the function increase or decrease 

and bump properties of supporting rate of spare parts need to be analyzed. jR  qualification and 

change with the relationship between the stock, jx  curve is shown in figure 3. 

After determining the marginal effect of calculation method and the amount of initial spare parts 

spare parts, spare parts can be optimized according to the following steps: 
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Fig3 along with the security of inventory change curve                               Fig.4 optimization flow chart 

Application 

To solve the above mathematical model, the initial condition need to be set and boundary condition 

equations need to be add to close the system： 
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A system consists of six LRU parts, all of components are equally important and both obey 

exponential distribution. The failure rate and other parameters are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 the LRU parameter values 

Order 
1/ hj  Price jc / RMB 

LRU1 3

1 102   25000 

LRU2 3

2 105.5   10000 

LRU3 
3

3 105   30000 

LRU4 3

4 105.2   15000 

LRU5 
3

5 103   13000 

LRU6 
3

6 105.3   5000 

 

Calculation of the demand 
j
t of turnaround time is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 the turnaround time demand 

order LRU1 LRU2 LRU3 LRU4 LRU5 LRU6 

tj  1 2.75 2.5 1.25 1.5 1.75 

 

Obviously, the demand of LRU2 LRU3 is bigger than 2. It cannot use marginal benefit 

optimization directly but need to find the convex interval starting point.  

For an example of LRU2, which calculates its guarantee rate )( 2xR  and marginal benefit
222 /)( cxR , 

is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 supporting rate change table 

2x  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

)( 2xR  0.064 0.2397 0.482 0.703 0.855 0.939 0.978 

2

22 )(

c

xR
310/    0.967 1.3299 1.218 0.838 0.461 0.211 

It is clear that the worth changing trend about marginal benefit of LRU2 is increasing – decreasing. 

So, the function of )( 2xR  is after the first concave convex. And starting with 2x  value of 2, the 

marginal benefit of LRU2 is diminishing. Therefore the initial inventory level is 2. LRU3 is analyzed 

by the same method, and initial inventory level of LRU3 is 2.so before optimizing, initial value of six 

parts is: (0，2，2，0，0，0). 

After determining the initial inventory adjustment quantity of all components, marginal benefit 

analysis method can be used for optimization of inventory forecast. Marginal effect analysis process 

is shown in Table 4 (the value of the marginal benefit  is 210 ). With the budget of 350000 RMB, the 

model for spare parts inventory systems is: 

)5,3,3,5,6,1(),,,,,( 654321 xxxxxx                                                                                           （9） 

After system being optimized, the value of the security of individual spare parts and spare parts 

cost are shown in Table 5, the calculated for security of system is 0.945. The total cost is 344000 

RMB; the total number of spare parts is 23. 
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Table 4 the marginal benefit analysis process 

 
Table 5 supporting rate and spare parts cost optimization results 

Parts number jx  price /
j
c RMB  jR  cost /

j
C RMB  

LRU1 1 
25000 

0.7358 25000 

LRU 2 6 
10000 

0.9776 60000 

LRU 3 5 
30000 

0.958 150000 

LRU 4 3 
15000 

0.9617 45000 

LRU 5 3 
13000 

0.9344 39000 

LRU 6 5 
5000 

0.9909 25000 

It can be found that when the number of spare parts LRU1 is 1, the value of the supporting rate of 

the spare parts is 0.7358 , less than 0.8. It cannot meet the requirement of the supporting rate of single 

piece, so it needs to adjust the number of spare parts for LRU1. According to the supporting rate of 

single spare parts LRU1, minimum number of spare parts should be 2. At this point, after the 

adjustment makes the security of the system increase to 0.96, the total cost is 369000 RMB; more 

than 19000 RMB cost constraints. In the case of supporting rate is preferred, the final output of spare 

parts plan is: 

     )5,3,3,5,6,2(),,,,,( 654321 xxxxxx                                                                                                                    （10） 

In order to compare the optimization effect, in the same conditions, the supporting rate of 

calculation model for single spare part and the optimized total cost comparison is shown in figure 6. 

When a piece of supporting rate of spare parts is 0.945, the number of parts is: 

)4,4,3,5,6,3(),,,,,( 654321 xxxxxx  

Now the cost is 402000 RMB, the total number of spare parts is 25; the optimized cost is 369000 

RMB, and the total number of spare parts is 24, cost optimization effect is obvious. 
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Fig.5 cost comparison of the same supporting rate 

Acknowledgements 

In this article, according to the study of Barlow optimization model and optimization algorithm, we 

found that although the method has the certain superiority in the spare parts optimization, but the 

system reliability and maintenance of Barlow model is not sure of the equivalent actually. 

Optimization model is established which based on Barlow optimization algorithm. In this model, it 

treats spare parts supply system availability as supporting rate. This conforms to the actual production 

of maintenance. Based on the marginal benefit, search direction and optimization process is given, 

which is suitable for the optimization model. Finally, an example is given，the analysis results show 

the effectiveness of the model. 
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